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This paper considers the problem of estimating the coefficient matrix B: m x p 
in a normal multivariate regression model under the risk matrix 
E( B- B) Z -‘(B - E)‘: M x m and obtains classes of minimax estimators for 
Baranchik type, Strawderman type, Efron-Morris type, and Stein type 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The so-called Stein effect has been an important subject in the literature 
on estimation and many results of the effect have been accumulated. But an 
important problem which has escaped from our attention is the problem of 
estimating the coefftcient matrix in a MANOVA model or a multivariate 
regression model. Our results concern this problem. 
As is well known, a canonical form of a MANOVA model is expressed 
as 
xmxp-N(B, COC) (C>O, Z>O) 
S: pxp- W(C,n) (nap) (1.1) 
X and S are independent, 
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where N(B, C @ C) denotes the multivariate normal distribution with mean 
B and covariance matrix C@ Z and W(Z, n) denotes the Wishart dis- 
tribution with mean nZ and degrees of freedom n. As notation, for a matrix 
A, A > 0 denotes that A is positive definite and A >/ 0 denotes that it is non- 
negative definite. In (l.l), the matrix C: m x m is a known matrix formed 
from the design matrix of the underlying multivariate regression model and 
C: p x p is an unknown matrix. It is noted that (X, S) is a complete suf- 
licient statistic. Now our problem is to estimate the mean matrix B: m x p 
based on (X, S) and the criterion we adopt to evaluate an estimator b of B 
is the risk matrix 
R,(&(B,C))=E(B-B)LP’(8-B)‘:mxm. (1.2) 
Hence one estimator A, is defined to be better than another estimator & if 
R, ( h2, (B, C)) - R, (8,) (B, Z)) is nonnegative definite for all B and Z > 0. 
Consequently the domination of B, over B2 under R, implies the 
domination of B, over & under the scalar risk function 
M& (B, z): Q) = tr QR1(h (4 C)) 
for any fixed Q >/ 0. 
(1.3) 
Our concern is to obtain a class of estimators which dominate the 
maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) 6, = X under the risk matrix (1.2). 
An estimator B, may be called minimax with respect to R, if B, dominates 
&, under R, . For it is minimax under R2 for any Q 2 0. So far no 
minimaxity result seems to have been obtained under the risk matrix when 
m > 1. In Section 2, using the Efron and Morris [2] approach, we derive 
the unique unbiased estimator of R,(& (B, Z)) with the help of Haffs iden- 
tity [S]. It is then used in Section 3 to obtain sufficient conditions for a 
Baranchik [ 1 ] type estimator and a Strawderman [9] type estimator to be 
minimax under R, and an Efron-Morris [3] type estimator to be minimax 
under RZ. In Section 4, when m = 1, a minimaxity condition for a Stein 
type estimator defined by a superharmonic function is obtained. 
The minimaxity under the risk function R, with Q = I and C = I has 
been considered. Among others, by a direct evaluation of the risk function, 
Baranchik [l] obtained a class of minimax estimators when m 2 3, p = 1, 
and Z = c* with 0’ unknown. Strawderman [9] extended Baranchik’s class 
of minimax estimators and Lin and Tsai [7] treated the case m = 1, p 2 3, 
C unknown, and obtained a class of minimax estimators similar to the 
class of Baranchik. By estimating the risk function unbiasedly, Efron and 
Morris [2] relaxed the minimaxity conditions derived by Baranchik [l] 
and Lin and Tsai [7]. From an empirical Bayes viewpoint, Efron and 
Morris [3] also considered the estimation in the MANOVA model when 
p <m and .Z is known. More recently, Stein [8] obtained a different class 
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of minimax estimators in association with superharmonicity when m >, 3 
and p = 1 and George [4] extended his result to a multiple shrinkage 
situation. 
2. UNBIASED ESTIMATOR OF R,(& (B, C)) 
In this section, the unique unbiased estimators of the risk matrix 
R,(& (B, 2)) in (1.2) and the risk function R,(& (B, C): Q) in (1.3) are 
derived, through which the minimaxity of an estimator B is discussed. First 
note that any estimator of B is expressed as 
B~B(X,S)=X+G(X,S)~X+G, (2.1) 
under which the risk matrix R, is evaluated as 
R,(& (B,C))=pC+E[(X-B)C-‘G’] 
i-E[GC-‘(X-B)‘]+E[GZ-‘G’] (2.2) 
whenever the expectations exist. To estimate each term of the right side 
unbiasedly, we need 
LEMMA 2.1. Let y: p x 1 N N(p, Sz) and let f: RP -+ RP be differentiable 
with E Iaf,/ay,I < cc (i, j= 1, . . . . p). Then 
(2.3) 
This result is immediately obtained by integration by parts (see, e.g., 
Efron and Morris [2] or Stein [S]), and it is used to estimate the terms 
involving B in (2.2). 
On the other hand, we need another identity to estimate the term 
involving 2. Let T = T(S) be a p x p matrix-valued function whose (i, j) 
elements tii are differentiable with E It,1 < 00 and E [&,/5S,l < cc and 
define 
D, T = i atii/asii + i ,c. aqas,. 
i= 1 lfJ 
(2.4) 
LEMMA 2.2 (Haff [S, Theorem 2.11 with h E 1). 
E[trTZ-‘]=2E[D,T]+(n-p-l)E[trS’T]. (2.5) 
Now to estimate R, unbiasedly, let X=(X,) = (X;, . . . . XL)‘= 
(x i, . . . . xP) and G = (G,) = (G;, . . . . CL)’ = (g,, . . . . g,). Note that the (k, I) 
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element of aGj/aXj: pxp is aG,,laX,,, while the (k, I) element of agil&,: 
m x m is agikJaxjl. Also define 
52X G( X, S) = ( aGi( X, S)/aX,): mp x mp (2.6) 
Tr g.XG(X, S) = (tr aG,(X, S)/aX,): m x m (2.7) 
J&.G(X, S) = (D,[G,(X, S)’ G,(X, S)]): m x m (2.8) 
(i, j= 1, .., m) and denote by g the class of estimators fi = X+ G(X, S) such 
that (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) exist with E(Gi.)< co, E IaG,/aX,,( < co, and 
E(8GU/dSk,)* < co, and the conditions in Theorem 2.1 of Haff [S] are 
satisfied. 
THEOREM 2.1. The unique unbiased estimator of the risk matrix 
R,(& (B, L’)) for BELL? is gioen by 
A1 = pC+ [Tr gXG(X, S)] C+ C[Tr L@XG(X, S)]’ 
+2gSG(X,S)+(n-p-l)G(X,S)S-‘G(X,S)’. (2.9) 
Proof Using (2.5) the (i, j) element of E[GZ-‘G’] in (2.2) is 
evaluated as 
E[G,C-‘Gi] = E[tr G,IG,C-‘1 
= 2E[D,G;GJ + (n -p - 1) E[G$-‘G,]. 
Hence E[GZp1G’]=E[293G(X, S)+(n-p-l)G(X, S)S-‘G(X, S)‘]. 
Also using (2.3), the (i, j) element of E[(X- B) C - ‘G’] is evaluated as 
E[(X, - Bi) C-‘G;] = tr Z-‘E[GJXi - Bi)] 
= tr .z - IE 
[ 
2 (aqjax;,) ckiz: 1 . k=l 
Hence E[(X- B) z-‘G’] = CE[Tr gXG]‘. The uniqueness follows from 
the completeness of (X, S), completing the proof. 
The following corollary follows from R, = tr QR1. 
COROLLARY 2.1. 
i E 93 is given by 
The unique unbiased estimator of R,(& (B, C): Q) for 
Z?, =~~Q{PC+~[T~~~G(X,S)]C+~L?&GG(X,S) 
+(n-p-l)G(X,S)S-‘G(X,S)‘). 
This corollary is a generalization of Efron and Morris’s result [2] where 
m = 1, Q=Z, and G(X, S)= -h(F)X with F=X!-‘X’. 
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3. MINIMAX ESTIMATORS OF B UNDER THE RISK MATRIX 
In this section, some specifications of G(X, S) in 8 = X+ G(X, S) are 
made and sufficient conditions are obtained for which B is minimax under 
the risk matrix R,(& (B, Z)). First it is noted that the ordering of 
estimators under R,(& (B, 2)) is equivalent to the ordering under 
Rf@*, (B*, C))= R,(C-‘12 B, (C-I” B, C)) 
= C-“2R,(& (B, Z)) C-“2. 
In fact, expressing 8= C”28* = C”‘[X* + G*(X*, S)] with X* = C-“2X 
and G*(X*, S) = C~“2G(C”2X*, S), ordering fi*‘s under Rf’ corresponds 
to ordering B’s under R,. This implies that without loss of generality we 
can assume C = I. In the sequel we take C = I, and regard X as X *, R, as 
R:, and G as G*. For notation, let 
aii = traGi(x, s)jax,= i aGjklaxik, (3.1) 
k=l 
tv = o.vCG,(X, S)’ GJX, S)l 
= -f aG&jk/a& +; c aGikGjl/aSk,, (3.2) 
k=l kfl 
Tr JB~G(X, S) =A = (a,), and gSG(X, 5’) = T= (tii). Further let 
F=XS-‘X’=(Fil):mxm with Fu = X,S-‘Xi, (3.3) 
let d(E) denote the diagonal matrix with eii as its diagonal elements when 
E = (eii). 
3.1. Baranchik Type Minimax Estimator 
We consider an estimator with G of the form 
where P= d(F), 
G= -HF-‘X, 
HE H(F) = diag(h,(F,,), . . . . h,(F,,)}: m x m, 
and hi is differentiable with derivatives hl so that BE LB’. 
LEMMA 3.1. In the case of (3.4) 
-2h: - (p - 2)h,/F,, (i=j), 
ag = 
0 (if A, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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and 
tij= - 
h;h, h;h, 
F+x-2 
h,hi 
F;i F,~ 
Fv. 
JJ ” 
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(3.7) 
The proof is straightforward and omitted. 
From this lemma, it follows that 
A= -2fp’4p4)~p 
T= -H(‘)F~-lH-H~-l F~(l)+‘JffF-l FF-IH, 
(3.8) 
where H(l)= diag{h;, . . . . hh): m x m, and that the unique unbiased 
estimator 8, of the risk matrix R,(& (B, C)) in Theorem 2.1 is now 
reduced to 
8, =pZ+A’+A+2T+(n-p-l)HF-‘FF-‘H 
=pZ-{2(p-2)H~-‘-(n-p+3)H~-‘F~-‘H} 
-2{2H”‘+ H”‘F~~‘H+ HF-’ FH’“} (3.9) 
or 
ff, =pZ-{2(p-2)H~-‘-(n-p+3)H~-‘F~~‘H 
-2HE-’ FF-‘FF-‘H) 
-2{2H”’ _ F((H”‘)2 + (H”’ j3/2 + p-1/2 Fp-‘H)’ 
(H”‘j?‘2 + F-1/2 FF-‘H)}. (3.10) 
A sufficient condition for fi to be minimax in terms of the risk matrix is 
that the insides of the braces { > in (3.9) or (3.10) are nonnegative definite. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p > 3. Then the estimator b with G in (3.4) is minimax 
in terms of the risk matrix R,( -, (B, C)) if h’s satisfy 
(1) 0 d hi 6 2(p - 2)/[m(n - p + 3) + 2m2] 
(2) O<hje2/Fi,. 
(3.11) 
Proof Since HF-‘Fp-‘H= HF-li2 JF-1’2H<mF;-‘H2 with J= 
F-‘izFF:-‘/2 and Hti-‘F~-‘F~~‘H=H~-‘/2J2~-1/2H~m2F-’H2, the 
inside of the first brace ( } in (3.10) is nonnegative definite if (1) holds. On 
the other hand, since (2) guarantees 2H”‘b F(H(l))‘, the inside of the 
second brace in (3.10) is clearly nonnegative definite if (2) holds. This 
implies i?, Q pZ, completing the proof. 
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An example for which condition (3.11) is satisfied is the case that the h,‘s 
are of the form 
hi(Fjj) = UjFji/(Ci + djFj,) (Uj, C, 2 0, dj > 0). (3.12) 
Then it is easily observed that if 
ai/2di < min{ (p - 2)/[m(n - p + 3) + 2~7’1, 1) (3.13) 
the condition (3.11) is satisfied. Note that (2) is satisfied if ai < 2d,. 
However, in the case of rn = 1 the result in Theorem 3.1 is rather restrictive 
because it is not reduced to the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Lin and Tsai (1977)). When m = 1 and p 2 3, B= 
X - h 1 XJF, 1 is minimax if h , satisfies 
(1) 06h, <2(p-2)/(n-p+3) 
(2) O<h’,. 
(3.14) 
Proof. In the case of m = 1, the inside of the second brace in (3.9) (not 
in (3.10)) is reduced to 2h;(l + h,), which is nonnegative if (2) in (3.14) 
holds. The inside of the first brace is clearly nonnegative if (1) holds. 
A difficulty to obtain such a result is to find a natural sufficient condition 
for the nonnegative definiteness of the inside of the second brace in (3.9). 
However, the result in the next subsection may be viewed as a 
generalization of Lin and Tsai [7]. 
3.2. Strawderman Type Estimator 
Specify the G-function as 
G = -h(w, S)X/w, (3.15) 
where h(w, S) is a scalar function of w  E tr F and S. We assume ahlaw and 
ah/&Y= (Bh,@S,): p xp exist so that SE 9. 
LEMMA 3.2. The derivatives A = (aV) and T= (tii) in (3.1) and (3.2) are 
respectively evaluated as 
A=-Phl--$ wf-h F [ 1 (3.16) W 
and 
T=$h[w$$h]F*+$X[~h/&S~,,~JX’, (3.17) 
where ah/dSC1,2, = t (ah/as) + $ A(ah/aS). 
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The proof is straightforward and omitted. 
By this lemma the unique unbiased estimator of the risk matrix 
R,(& (B, Z)) is given by 
z& =pZ+A’+A+2T+(n-p-l)~h2F 
=pz-; 2pZ-;F-;Fqn-p-l)~F 
i 
--$g {wF+hF2} +3[~h/iq,,,Ix’. (3.18) 
THEOREM 3.3. Let p > 3. Then b= X- h(w, S)X/w with w  = tr F is 
minimax with respect to the risk matrix R,(&, (B, .JC)) if h satisfies 
(1) O<h(w,S)<2(p-2)/(n-p+3) 
(2) ah(w, S)/aw > 0 (3.19) 
(3) Ww W3s,1,2, is nonpositive definite. 
Proof: Since 2pZ- (4/w)F> 2(p - 2)Z and (4h/w2)F2 + (n-p - 1) 
(h/w)F 6 (n-p - 3) hZ, the inside of the first brace in (3.18) is nonnegative 
definite if (1) holds, while, (2) and (3) guarantee the nonpositive 
definiteness of the last two terms in (3.18). This completes the proof. 
A function h satisfying (3.19) is constructed as follows. Take any differen- 
tiable function g(x, y) on R, x R, such that 0 <k < 2(p - 2)/(n - p + 3), 
&/ax > 0, and a&/ay G 0. Then h(w, S) = h(w, t) with t = tr S satisfies 
(3.19), since a&%,,,,, = (a?i/at)Z is nonpositive definite. 
Of course, (3.19) is also a sufficient condition for minimaxity under the 
scalar risk function R,(l?, (B, C): I). However, if this risk function is 
adopted, condition (3.19) is weakened. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let pm > 3 and w  = tr F. Then fi = X- h(w, S)X/w is 
minimax with respect to R,(& (B, 2): I) if 
(1) O<h(w, S)<&wn-2)/(n-p+3) 
(2) ah(w, syaw 2 0 (3.20) 
(3) ahh was,,,,, is nonpositive definite. 
ProoJ The result follows from the fact that the unbiased estimator of 
R,(& (B, ,E): I) is given by tr 2, with Z?, in (3.18). 
Here it is interesting to note that when Q = Z, for p = 1 and m 2 3 
condition (3.20) is reduced to Strawderman’s condition [9]: (1) 0 < h < 
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2(m - 2)/(n + 2); (2) ahlaw > 0; and (3) ah/dS < 0. On the other hand, when 
Q = Z, for m = 1, p 3 3, and h(w, S) = z(w), the condition (3.20) is reduced 
to the minimaxity condition of Lin and Tsai [7, Theorem 3.21. 
3.3. Efron-Morris Type. Estimator 
When p < m and .JC = Z, Efron and Morris [3] showed that the estimator 
B= X(Z-- W) (3.21) 
with 
W = a( X’X) ~ ’ + bZ/tr X’X (3.22) 
is minimax with respect to R,(& (B, z): I) if a = (m - p - 1) and b = 
p2 + p - 2. The next theorem generalizes this result to the case where ,?I is 
unknown. 
THEOREM 3.4. When p < m, the estimator B = X- XWS/(n + p + 1) with 
W in (3.22) is minimax with respect to the risk function R,(& (B, Z): I) if 
a=m-p-l andb=p-1. 
Proof. Let G(X, S) = - XWS/(n + p + 1). Then the derivatives in (3.1) 
and (3.2) are 
A=- n + i + 1 {a[(tr S(X’X))‘)Z- X(X’X)-’ S(X’X)-’ X’ 
- (tr S(X’X)-‘) X(X’X)-’ X’] 
+ b[(tr X’X))’ (tr S)Z- 2(tr X’X))’ XSX’]} (3.23) 
and 
T= p+l 
(n+p+ l)zxwswx’~ 
(3.24) 
Hence the unbiased estimator of R, is given by 
~,=pm+(n+p+l)~1{a[a-2(m-p-1)]trS(X’X)-’ 
+ 2b(a -m) tr S tr(X’X))’ 
+ b(b + 4)(tr SX’X)(tr X’X)-2}. 
Since tr SX’X < tr S tr X’X, 
(3.25) 
Z?,~pm+(n+p+1)-La[a-2(m-p-1)]trS(X’X)-1 
+(n+p+l)-‘b[b+4+2a-2m]trS(trX’X)-’. (3.26) 
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The second term of the right side of (3.26) is minimized when u= 
m - p - 1, in which the term is negative. For a = m - p - 1, the third term is 
minimized at b = p - 1, in which the term is negative. This completes the 
proof. 
4. STEIN TYPE MINIMAX ESTIMATOR 
Whenp= 1, and ma3 where ,Z’=a2: 1 x 1 Stein [S] proposed a family 
of minimax estimators based on superharmonic functions. In this section 
we treat the case where m = 1, p 2 3, and Z is unknown and derive a family 
of minimax estimators. First note that when m = 1 and p 2 3, X, G, and b 
are 1 x p row vectors and R i (& (E, C)) is equal to R2( fi, (B, Z): 1). In that 
case the unbiased risk estimator in Theorem 2.1 reduces to 
i?, =p+2V.G(X, S)+2D,G(X, S)‘G(X, S) 
+(n-p-l)G(X,S)S-‘G(X,S)‘, (4.1) 
where V. G(X, S) = C/=, aGi(X, s)/M, represents the divergence of 
G(X, S) with respect to X= (Xi) (i= 1, . . . . p). The gradient vector of a 
function g will be denoted by Vg = (ag/aXi): 1 x p. The class of estimators 
we consider is the class of estimators of the form 
(4.2) 
where f is a twice differentiable function from RP into R + such that 
(1) E{ Ia’f(w/wI/f(m) < 00 (i= 1, . ..) p) 
(2) E IIV log fW)ll* < ~0. 
(4.3) 
THEOREM 4.1. An estimator & in (4.2) satisfying (4.3) is minimax iff(X) 
is superharmonic, i.e., Xi”= 1 a*f(X)/aX,? < 0. 
Proof: Let G(X, S) = h(S) G(X), where h(S) is a scalar function. Then 
the divergence of G with respect to X is 
V.G(X, S)=h(S)V$(X) (4.4) 
and 
D,G(X, S)’ G(X, S) = D,h(S)’ &I’)’ G(X) 
= 2h(s) G(x)[ah/as,,,,,] G(x)‘. (4.5) 
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Therefore, the unbiased risk estimator is 
R, = p + 2h(S) v. G(X) +4/z(S) G(x)[ah/dS,,,2,] G(X)’ 
+(n-p- l)h(S)2G(X)S-‘&Y)‘. (4.6) 
Here taking h(S)= [(n-p+3)trSP’I-’ yields GI(S)/LLS~,,~, = 
(n-p + 3)-’ (tr S-I)-’ Sm2 (see [6, p. 12691). Hence I?, in (4.6) becomes 
I?, =p+2[(n-p+3)trSP’]-‘V.G(X) 
+4(n-p+3)-2(trS-‘)-3G(X)SP2G(X)’ 
+(n-p-1)[(n-p+3)trS-1]P2G(X)SP1C(X)’. (4.7) 
Here using GS-*G’ < &? tr S -’ < &?‘(tr S-l)*, we obtain 
R, <p+ [(n-p+3)trSP’]-’ [2V.G(X)+ IIG(X)ll’]. (4.8) 
For G(X) of the form C?(X) = V log f(X), it follows from Stein [8] that i is 
minimax iff(X) is superharmonic. This completes the proof. 
A remark is that with the help of this theorem it becomes very simple to 
construct a multiple shrinkage estimator when p > 1 in a line with George 
c41* 
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